You ca  a
5,000-cow Nevada dairy cut dip
usage 50% 3 years ago with the
Original Thrifty Dipper. With the
T150 Pro Foamer, they are now
saving 75% more!!!
“We recently switched
to the T150 Pro Foamer
and cut dip usage by 75%
over our current level. It is
really easy to use and the
foam provides the best
coverage we’ve seen!”

OKAY, FOLKS. HERE’S WHAT YOU’RE LOOKING AT.

map.

There are dairymen in every milk shed that have reduced dip usage by more than 50% by
switching to a Thrifty Dipper product. It performs no matter where you dairy.
200-cow Minnesota dairy
reduces dip usage by over 60%

3,200-cow Wisconsin dairy goes from
35.2 gallons of pre-dip daily to 13.9 gallons

“We milk 200 cows and we wouldn’t be without the Foamer. We
were going through 55 gallons of dip every 6 weeks. Since we
started using the Thrifty Dipper back in April, we are only using
15 gallons every month. It is hands down the best dipper on
the market. Going without the dipper would be like your well
running dry or your electricity going out.”

“I’ve been in the milk equipment business for 21 years, and the T150 Pro Foamer
is the most durable/robust foamer we’ve seen. All the claims you see in the ads
about teat dip reduction, great teat coverage, and efficacy are true. We’ve been
selling these systems for 7 months now and we’ve seen the savings repeatedly. Just
recently we had a dairy we work with that was using 35.2 gallons of pre-dip per day.
With the T150 Foamer their teat dip dropped to 13.9 gallons (61% less dip).”

Pat Lingen
Edgerton, MN

Lingen Dairy (Milking 500 cows)

“We’ve been using the Original Thrifty Dipper for many years. Dennis wouldn’t stop bothering me
about one of his new products he wanted us to try and so finally I caved in and bought the JAH
glove system for our pre-dip. We’re happy with the change. The cows are cleaner and our prep
time is faster. We also use substantially less dip now than we used to.”
Steve Gerratt
Declo, ID

Better coverage with
less than half the dip
“Before we put in the T150 Pro Foamer
6 months ago, we were spraying. The
spray only covered one side of the
teats. The T150 has given us 100%
coverage and has cut our dip usage by
more than 50%. Our SCC counts have
stayed (around 130,000).”

Ashton, ON

Joc Valley Farms Ltd. (Milking 225 cows)

Pictured left to right:
Robert, Bethany, Shane,
and Brittany Mowat.

“The biggest benefit is that
it covers the teats so well!”

“The cows are cleaner and our prep time is faster”

Midway Dairy (Milking 3,500 cows)

Shane Mowat

Milk Harvest Manager, LDS Inc. (Milking 3,200 cows)
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Yerington, NV (Milking 5,000 cows)

“We began using the Thrifty Dipper almost 3 years
ago. We immediately noticed the dip savings. We had
been using 55 gallons about every 3 months and now
that same amount lasts us more than 11 months. Our
SCC counts have remained the same or improved. This
product has paid for itself many times over.”

Randy Beuchel,
Chilton, WI
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Chad Turner
Desert Hills Dairy,

225-cow Ontario dairy
farm reduces dip usage
by over 70%

“It’s the only thing I bought
last year that made me any money!”
“We started using the Thrifty Dipper products 3 years ago. They were more expensive, but we felt the
cost was justified (due to dip savings – over 50%.) We certainly like the coverage of the products. They
transitioned well into the barn. When we started using the T150 Foamer last year, we were blown away
at the way it conserves the teat dip. We’ve seen savings north
of 50%. We use it on both of our dairies for pre- and post-dip.
I don’t know why it is such a well-kept secret. If a dairyman was
spraying, their savings would be even more dramatic. I’ve told
several dairymen that they needed to get the T150 Pro Foamer
in their barns and they’re all happy with it. It’s the only thing I
bought last year that made me any money.”

1,400-cow Wisconsin dairy
upgrades to the T150 Pro
Foamer and cuts dip usage
by 50%
“We started using the T-150 Pro Foamer at our
1,400-cow dairy a month and a half ago with our
existing system and we have cut dip usage by 50%
and got better coverage. It is just that simple. We
don’t have to deal with getting excess foam and
so the towels we use are better at drying faster. It
has been a great addition to our use of the original
Thrifty Dipper for post-dip application.”

Aaron & Ron Kutz
Jefferson, WI

Kutz Dairy (Milking 1,400 cows)

“We’ve had the Original Thrifty Dipper for a couple years
and saved about 50% in dip costs. About 6 months ago we
switched to the T150 Pro Foamer. We’ve saved even more
dip, but the biggest thing is that it covers the teats so well.
The foam sticks to the cows better for some reason. The
cows are cleaner and healthier (mastitis is down).”

Andy Gilbert
Potsdam, NY

Adon Farms (Milking 1,250 cows)

90-cow New York dairy lowers SCC counts
under 100,000 and sees 50%+ dip savings
“We’ve been using the Thrifty Dipper on our farm for over 4 years (first the Original and
now the Thrifty 150). We like the way it works. It gives full teat coverage, no matter who
is milking. Our SCC numbers are now below 100,000 (they had been as high as 250,00
before). We also are receiving more
than 50% teat dip savings versus what
we were doing before.”

Woloszyn Dairy Farm
Delevan, NY

(Owned and operated by Stephen Woloszyn and
sons Edward, Kevin, and James)
Milking 90 cows
Pictured left to right:
Laura and James Woloszyn

Buster Goff
Hobbs, NM

Rocky Top Dairy (Jersey) and Goff Dairy (Holstein)
– Together milking 8,200 cows

Kimball Holt
Newcastle, UT

Holt Dairy (Milking 3,300 cows)

1,700-cow California dairy cuts dip usage in
half and reduces SCC count by 55,000
“We started using the T150 Foamer in October. We instantly saw our dip usage
go down by 50%. We decided to go with the JAH for our pre-dipping shortly
after that. The milkers liked both
products and found them easy to
use. The biggest benefit we saw
was our SCC dropping from about
200,000 to 145,000. We are very
pleased with how these products
are working here.”

David Dykstra (and son Josh)
Oak Bend Dairy
Tulare, CA (Milking 1,700 cows)

5,000-cow California
dairy upgrades to the
T150 Pro Foamer and
cuts dip usage by 50%!

Wreden Ranch (Milking 5,000 cows)

The T150 Pro Foamer helps 1,700-cow
Texas dairy cut dip usage by 40%!
“I’ve been using the T150 Pro Foamer for about 10 months. I’ve cut my product
usage by 40%. I had been using a foamer from a different company, but all of
my friends were telling me that the Mastitis Management foamer was superior. I
bought it and found out it really was a better foamer. It has a lot better coverage
and is more sensitive, allowing me to have a greater ability to adjust it. One thing
I really like is how it is constructed. It has less plastic and stands up better. I don’t
have to worry about it getting broken by the employees or the 1700 cows we milk.
Dennis is great. He’s always able to help whenever I have a question and he’s very
knowledgeable. I’d recommend his foamer to anyone.”

“We had been using the hand-held Thrifty Dipper for a couple years before and had
enjoyed the dip savings that product brought. We started using the T150 Foamer the
first of September. The results with the Foamer have been a bit hard to believe. We
were going through 1 tote a month. We went 5 months with the Foamer. We use it
for both pre and post-dip. In addition
to the savings, our workers like the
Foamer because it is easier to reach
each teat, and the workers can see the
teats better as they dip. There are other
foamers out there (we’ve tried them),
and they’re not like this!”

“I really like how the Thrifty Dipper covers the cows’ teats. We can visually see it on the cows
where before, the iodine was so light and didn’t stay on or fully cover the teats. With the
Thrifty Dipper, it stays on and we can see that it is
covering the teat. In Barn 3 we are milking 2,500
cows. Our other barns that have been using it
longer have seen a 50% savings. I have been using
it for the least amount of time, but have still seen
a 40% savings in only two months. We figure this
system will pay for itself in six months.”

Jorge Fulleda – Barn 3 Manager
Okeechobee, FL
McArthur Farms (Milking 7,500 cows)

Keith Broumley
Hico, TX

Broumley Dairy (Milking 750 cows)

Greg Mitchell
Pecos, TX

Trans Pecos Dairy (Milking 1,700 cows)

“The T150 Pro Foamer paid for itself in less
than 2 months! I purchased the T150 Pro
Foamer after seeing it at World Ag Expo. I
found it was easy to install. We tracked our
teat dip usage before and after installation.
We reduced our dip usage by over 50% and
also had better coverage on the cows’ teats!”
EJ DeJong
Hanford, CA

T150 Pro Foamer system will pay for
itself in six months!

750-cow Texas dairy cuts dip usage by 70%
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Scan this code to
see the T150 Pro
Foamer in action.

Call for more information.
Call and we’ll send the most incredible video ever made on
dipping cows straight to your mobile smart device or email!
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